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Executive Summary

Although President Joseph Kabila’s final term as head of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) was set 
to end in December 2016, he clung to power and delayed elections for another two years. While the eyes 
of many observers were fixed on the election stalling tactics in Kinshasa, Kabila’s brother Francis Selemani 
purchased numerous luxury homes in the United States and South Africa, it appears at least in part using 
funds diverted from the Congolese government.1 At the time, Selemani was managing director of BGFIBank 
DRC, the Congolese subsidiary of Gabon-based BGFIBank Group.2, 3 Selemani and the Kabila family used 
a network of companies and the bank they controlled to misappropriate public funds, transferring millions 
abroad and purchasing millions of dollars in foreign real estate. They moved substantial sums through BG-
FIBank DRC with little to no resistance. Among the most problematic transactions, according to an internal 
audit at BGFIBank DRC, were multimillion-dollar transfers involving an obscure company called Sud Oil.4

Millions of leaked bank records obtained by the Platform to Protect Whistleblowers in Africa (PPLAAF) and 
Mediapart and shared with The Sentry by PPLAAF and the European Investigative Collaborations (EIC) 
network reveal that between 2015 and 2018, Sud Oil sent more than $12 million to accounts and companies 
owned or controlled by Selemani.5 Investigations by The Sentry, Congo Research Group, and other mem-
bers of the Congo Hold-up consortium, the international group of non-profit organizations and media outlets 
collaboratively investigating the leak, show that Sud Oil received at least $85 million in funds from a range of 
Congolese government institutions, including the Central Bank of Congo, the DRC’s permanent mission to 
the United Nations in New York, the Congolese state-owned mining company Gécamines, and the country’s 
electoral commission.6 At the same time that the $12 million was transiting accounts held by Selemani and 
companies linked to him and his wife, Selemani purchased 17 properties for a total of $6.6 million in the 
affluent suburbs of Washington, DC, and Johannesburg, South Africa.7

The Sentry identified a range of irregularities, misrepresentations, and inconsistencies in transactions con-
nected to bank accounts held by Selemani and his companies that are red flags for money laundering and 
other financial crimes. Funds received from public institutions lacked justification, and the sources of funding 
for some transfers were misrepresented. Selemani used corporate vehicles that obscured his identity as 
the owner of all but one of the 17 real estate purchases discovered by The Sentry.8 Selemani had originally 
purchased nine properties in his own name, but he then transferred ownership to a commercial company 
and to trusts he controlled, including by selling them to his own company, in a series of operations that is a 
red flag for money laundering through real estate. 

Key recommendations

Open an investigation into these real estate purchases. Authorities in the United States and South Africa 
should investigate the source of funds used by Selemani and his relatives to buy properties in their respec-
tive countries. If appropriate, they should pursue legal mechanisms to forfeit and seize properties purchased 
with the proceeds of corruption or other illicit means.

Conduct a thorough internal investigation. Any financial institution that has engaged in a correspondent 
banking relationship with BGFIBank DRC or processed transactions involving the bank should conduct a 
thorough internal investigation to ascertain whether it has participated in violations of law or contravened in-
ternal policies. The investigation should include a review of the financial institution’s internal controls around 
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anti-money laundering (AML) and anti-corruption compliance. Appropriate remedial action should be imple-
mented immediately. 

Ensure that the US and South African real estate sectors comply with Financial Action Task Force 
(FATF) customer due diligence standards. The US Department of the Treasury’s Financial Crimes En-
forcement Network (FinCEN) should require real estate agents and other professionals involved in real 
estate transactions, such as lawyers, to maintain AML programs, file suspicious activity reports, and comply 
with other record-keeping and reporting requirements, including the identification of beneficial ownership 
information and source of funds. South Africa’s Financial Intelligence Centre (FIC) should vigorously enforce 
the 2017 additions to the Financial Intelligence Centre Act (FICA) that put these requirements in place. 
FinCEN and the FIC should provide training and testing to ensure compliance with established standards. 

Issue a public advisory on the money laundering risks in real estate. FinCEN should issue an updated 
public advisory to US financial institutions warning of the risks for money laundering through real estate, 
including the involvement of family members of politically exposed persons (PEPs) highlighted in this report. 
FinCEN should also expand and make permanent the geographic targeting order (GTO) program to cover 
all real estate purchases, regardless of location in the US.
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Public Funds, Private Property*

In the final years of Joseph Kabila’s presidency, millions of dollars in public funds transited through a bank 
run by his brother and part-owned by another family member,9 moving through a labyrinth of corporate enti-
ties and often winding up in accounts controlled by Kabila family members or inner circle. And at the center 
of it all was an obscure Congolese company called Sud Oil. 

The name Sud Oil had previously belonged to a now-defunct fuel distribution company that had briefly held 
a small stake in a Congolese oil bloc. The company was owned by Pascal Kinduelo, a prominent Congolese 
businessman with close ties to Kabila, who liquidated its assets in 2011 and ended his relationship with the 
company in 2012.10 Sud Oil reemerged in late 2013 without much fanfare, setting up an office in an incon-
spicuous commercial garage in Gombe, Kinshasa’s business district.11 

The low profile maintained by the company stands in stark contrast to its owners’ prominence. At the time, 
Sud Oil was majority-owned by Aneth Lutale, the wife of Francis Selemani Mtwale, Kabila’s brother. Kabila’s 
family member, Gloria Mteyu, also owned a 20% share.12, 13 In addition to their connections to the presidency, 
Sud Oil’s stewards were plugged into the country’s banking sector. Mteyu personally held a 40% stake in 
BGFIBank DRC,14 a subsidiary of Gabon-headquartered BGFIBank Group, where Selemani served as board 
member and managing director—and where Sud Oil maintained its accounts.15

There are reasons to question the accuracy of Sud Oil’s self-description as an oil company.16 As part of a 
2019 investigation into Kwanza Capital—a company partly owned by and co-located with Sud Oil—The 
Sentry conducted an extensive review of Sud Oil’s banking data and interviewed people with knowledge of 
its banking activity and operations but was unable to identify commercial activity in line with its stated objec-
tives.17 In addition, The Sentry found that Kwanza Capital may have been intended to serve as a vehicle to 
obfuscate links to the Kabila family and its inner circle and evade scrutiny.18

The Congo Hold-up consortium, however, has found that these unusual maneuvers were just the tip of the 
iceberg. Leaked bank records reveal that Sud Oil received at least $85 million in funds without justification 
from a range of Congolese government institutions, including the Central Bank of Congo, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo’s (DRC) permanent mission to the United Nations in New York, Congolese state-owned 
mining company Gécamines, and the country’s electoral commission.19

The Sentry and other members of the Congo Hold-up consortium have determined that Sud Oil and other 
firms linked to the Kabila family were involved in numerous suspicious transactions at BGFIBank DRC that 
are indicative of money laundering, enabling the Kabila family to circulate funds clandestinely throughout 
their business network.20, 21 An internal audit by BGFIBank DRC from June 2018 similarly identified red flags 
for money laundering, noting that explanations for transfers were inconsistent, some of the Sud Oil transfers 
lacked justification, and BGFIBank compliance officials were restricted from reviewing some of the trans-
fers.22

* Reports by The Sentry are based on interviews, documentary research, and, where relevant, financial forensic analysis. In 
some cases, sources speak to The Sentry on the condition that their names not be revealed, out of concern for their safety or 
other potential retaliatory action. The Sentry establishes the authoritativeness and credibility of information derived from those 
interviews through independent sources, such as expert commentary, financial data, original documentation, and press reports. 
The Sentry endeavors to contact the persons and entities discussed in its reports and afford them an opportunity to comment 
and provide further information.
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Between 2015 and 2018, Sud Oil sent more than $12 million to Selemani’s own accounts and to companies 
he owned or controlled, according to BGFIBank DRC records reviewed by The Sentry.23, 24 Transaction re-
cords show that Sud Oil paid $7.4 million to DRC-based investment firm Ascend Trust, majority owned by 
Selemani’s wife Lutale, within months of receiving the transfers from the Congolese central bank and the 
DRC’s permanent mission to the United Nations.25, 26, 27 The same records state the purpose of the transfer 
as being for real estate purchases. Ascend Trust spent most of the rest of the funds domestically.28, 29

In turn, Ascend Trust, Sud Oil, and Selemani wired money from accounts at BGFIBank DRC to Selemani’s 
own foreign bank accounts, as well as to accounts in the US and South Africa for two companies con-
trolled by Selemani and Lutale: US-registered Balanne Family Living Trust and South Africa-based company 
Garvelli.30 Both of these entities were used to purchase real estate in the United States and South Africa over 
the same period.



In mid-2016, Sud Oil received $7.5 million from the Congolese central 
bank and $6.8 million from the DRC’s permanent mission to the United 
Nations. The firm subsequently sent Ascend Trust $9.5 million over 
the next year, including $7.4 million that originated from these govern-
ment sources. Sud Oil and Selemani himself also sent more than $3.5 
million abroad to companies that jointly purchased real estate. These 
purchases took place between 2015 and 2018 while Selemani served 
as BGFIBank DRC’s managing director.*

Money
Flows
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bank account$
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$6
.8 
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Key

*The Sentry established the financial flows depicted in this graphic with banking records for the accounts of Sud Oil, Ascend Trust, and Selemani.
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Stash Pads

In the period between the relaunch of Sud Oil and the 
conclusion of Kabila’s presidency, Selemani purchased 
a total of 17 properties in the United States and South 
Africa for approximately $6.6 million. Selemani and his 
companies received a total of more than $3 million in 
US and South African bank accounts, for which the wire 
transfers bore apparently inaccurate details that mis-
represented the origin of the funds identified in account 
records.31, 32

Selemani’s first property in the US was a single-family 
home in Rockville, Maryland, purchased in August 
2015 that, according to the deed, served as his primary 
residence.33 Bank transfer documentation shows that, 
in the three months before the transaction, Selemani 
sent nearly $1 million to a US account held in his name 
at SunTrust bank for the stated purpose of buying and 
developing properties.34 

Transaction records specify that the funds came from Sele-
mani’s BGFIBank DRC account. However, The Sentry’s anal-
ysis shows that the money originated from an internal account 
held by BGFIBank DRC itself.35, 36 The internal account, normally 
used to undertake certain types of technical operations within 
the bank, appears to have been used as a mechanism for hiding 
some questionable fund transfers involving clients linked to the 
bank’s management.

In the case of the funds transferred to Selemani’s account over-
seas, there was no corresponding debit on Selemani’s account 
at BGFIBank DRC.37 This means that Selemani himself did not 
wire the funds to his overseas account, but rather the internal 
account directly wired the funds to Selemani’s US bank account.

When the internal bank account held by BGFIBank DRC wired 
funds to Selemani’s account in the US, one of the bank’s cor-
respondent banking partners—Germany’s Commerzbank—pro-
cessed the US-dollar denominated transaction.38, 39 Commerz-
bank declined to comment on any specific transactions, citing 
legal requirements for client confidentiality.40 The Sentry iden-
tified additional instances when BGFIBank DRC management 

During his tenure at BGFIBank 
DRC, Selemani was involved in 

millions of dollars’ worth of 
irregular transactions with 

companies known to have close ties 
to the Kabila family.

Francis Selemani

Key Figures

17 properties bought for $6.6 
million between 2015 and 2018:

- 4 US properties bought for 
$4.2 million
- 13 South African properties 
bought for $2.4 million

Among the homes:
- 5 properties owned by trusts 
bought for $4.5 million

 
Selemani’s companies received 
more than $12 million from Sud 
Oil, including funds that 
originated from government 
sources.

Selemani’s US account received 
nearly $1 million from an 
internal account at BGFIBank 
DRC.

Since 2019, after Selemani left 
BGFIBank DRC, 3 more 
properties were purchased for 
$1.2 million total.
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appears to have facilitated questionable transactions, most of which relate to the Kabila family and its com-
mercial interests, through the same internal account.41 

In another case of wire transfers undertaken using documents that misrepresented the origin of the funds, 
in June 2017, Sud Oil made two identical $1.12 million transfers, labeled “investments funds,” to Garvelli, a 
South Africa-registered firm controlled by Selemani and his wife. Records from BGFIBank DRC indicate that 
the two payments were justified with invoices for $2.33 million in construction equipment that Garvelli sold 
to MW Afritec,42 a DRC-based company whose shareholders are close Kabila associates.43 And while the 
documents the bank uses to carry out wire transfers, known as SWIFT messages, and correspondence at 
the bank identified MW Afritec as the sender, BGFIBank DRC’s transaction records show that Sud Oil was 
the source of the money.44 

Selemani’s South African company Garvelli received $2.2 million from Sud Oil the same 
month this five-bedroom home on 2 acres of land was purchased by the company. Source: 
Residential People

After receiving these funds, Garvelli purchased properties worth more than $2.2 million in South Africa, 
beginning with a five-bedroom house on June 17, 2017.45 Then, over the course of a single day in February 
2018, several months before Selemani left his post at BGFIBank DRC, Garvelli purchased six South African 
properties that Selemani and his wife had originally purchased in 2015 and 2016 in their own names for less 
than $150,000 each, a figure unlikely to raise alarm.46 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53 Selemani also transferred a propriety 
into the name of South African trust Primal Trust on the same day.54

Selemani’s South African properties are located in Sandton, one of the most affluent areas of Johannesburg. 
There, he bought several homes in the Dainfern Golf Estate through Garvelli in 2019 and 2020, according 
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to deeds and property registry information reviewed by The Sentry.55, 56, 57 Dainfern Golf Estate was listed as 
the third-most expensive housing complex in Gauteng, the province containing Johannesburg, with a me-
dian asking price of 7,750,000 rand ($618,000) in 2018.58, 59 The estate’s website boasts an “incomparable 
lifestyle and recreational experience centered around the Gary Player designed golf course enhanced by 
nature trails, parks, and sports facilities all located in its own 320-hectare ‘suburb.’”60 There are yoga and 
running clubs, volleyball and squash courts, and a restaurant overlooking the golf course.

Selemani’s company Garvelli purchased three homes in the Dainfern Golf Estate 
community. Source: Dainfern Golf Estate website.

Once he began using trusts and Garvelli to buy properties in South Africa, Selemani made fewer, higher-val-
ue purchases. Selemani used a trust, rather than a commercial company, for more than $4.5 million in real 
estate acquisitions,61 including three new properties in the United States purchased through Balanne Family 
Living Trust, for which Lutale served as trustee. Through this trust, Selemani bought two US properties 
totaling more than $2 million in the weeks surrounding his departure from BGFIBank DRC in May 2018.62, 

63 In late August 2018, a week after receiving his $1.45 million severance pay—equivalent to four years’ 
salary—Selemani wired $1.37 million to Balanne Family Living Trust’s US account.64, 65 The trust purchased 
a townhouse in the Grosvenor neighborhood in the Washington, DC, suburbs for $1.38 million a few months 
later, in December 2018.66

Selemani’s four US properties are located in Maryland’s Montgomery County, one of the country’s most 
expensive real estate markets.67 Three of the four properties are new luxury townhouses in a neighbor-
hood where median house prices exceed $1 million.68 These properties include two newly built four-story 
luxury townhouses with personal elevators and full-level rooftop terraces.69, 70, 71 Address records and rental 
websites suggest that three of Selemani’s properties in the US have been leased, providing him a lucrative 
source of additional cash—$4,800 a month in the case of one townhouse.72
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The same month in which Selemani ended his tenure as managing director of BGFIBank 
DRC, Balanne Family Living Trust purchased this new townhouse for $1.2 million. Source: 
BrightMLS.

Selemani’s use of two trusts, Primal Trust and Balanne Family Living Trust, for property purchases obscures 
ownership details, which in some cases, may shield them from forfeiture.73 Unlike information on commercial 
companies, information on who owns and controls trusts in South Africa or the United States is much more 
difficult to obtain. Lack of public access to this information can protect trusts from being targeted in lawsuits.74 

EVERYWHERE MAN

Starting in 2016, Selemani sought to obtain secondary resi-
dency or citizenship in three countries, according to leaked 
records reviewed by The Sentry.75 Email correspondence 
and foreign transactions indicate that Selemani invested 1 
million rand ($69,000) in a South African business in July 
2016, a move that would enable his relatives to reside there. 
He made a $40,989 transfer to Arton Capital Holdings Ltd in 
July 2017 for the “Grenada citizenship by investment pro-
gram,”76 which allows successful applicants who operate 
a qualifying business in the US to reside there and travel 
visa-free to more than 125 countries.77, 78 Arton Capital 
says its service “empowers high net worth individuals and 
families to become global citizens by investing in a second 
residence or citizenship.”79 Selemani then transferred more 
than 500,000 euros (about $611,000) to his wife Lutale in 
February 2018,80, 81 purportedly for a US investor visa.82, 83 

Such moves provide improved global mobility, new business 
opportunities, tax optimization, and security in the event of 
political, economic, or social unrest. 
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Sud Oil sent millions of dollars to a group of companies and trusts 
controlled by Selemani and his wife. Selemani and these companies 
purchased 17 properties in South Africa and the US between 2015 
and 2018 for a total of $6.6 million. In 2019 and 2020, these compa-
nies bought three additional properties in the Johannesburg suburbs 
for a total of $1.2 million.*

Selemani’s
Network

*The Sentry established the relationships of ownership and control depicted in this graphic with publicly available documents and reports, Sud Oil’s articles of incorporation, and property deeds.
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Over the course of several years leading up to the end of his tenure at 
BGFIBank DRC, Selemani and companies under his control received 
more than $12 million from Sud Oil and sent millions of dollars 
abroad to foreign bank accounts held by entities that purchased 
properties in South Africa and the US, including Garvelli and Balanne 
Family Living Trust.

Timeline
of Events

Key
Selemani purchase Purchase by

company or trust
Purchase or transfer
from Selemani

JUNE 2015

Selemani’s US account receives 
$540,000 from an internal account 
held by BGFIBank DRC.

FEBRUARY 2016

Selemani purchases two South 
African properties.

JUNE 2016

Sud Oil sends $300,000 to 
Selemani’s US account.

MAY 2015

Selemani’s US account receives 
$300,000 from an internal account held 
by BGFIBank DRC.

AUGUST 2015

Selemani’s US account receives 
$150,000 from an internal account 
held by BGFIBank DRC.

Selemani purchases one US property. 

MAY 2016

Congolese Central Bank and the 
DRC’s permanent mission to the UN 
send $7.5 million and $6.8 million 
respectively to Sud Oil.

JULY 2016

Sud Oil sends $7.4 
million to Ascend Trust.

MARCH 2015

Selemani purchases five 
South African properties.

AUGUST 2016

One South African 
property purchased, 
finalized by Garvelli in 
June 2018.

NOVEMBER 2016

Selemani purchases one South 
African property.

APRIL 2017

Sud Oil sends $1 million to Ascend 
Trust; Garvelli is incorporated.

Garvelli purchases one
South African property.

JULY 2017

Elections postponed again.

Selemani sends $41,000 to 
Arton Capital Holding Ltd.

SEPTEMBER 2016

Ascend Trust sends $100,000 to 
Selemani’s South African account.

DRC elections postponed.

FEBRUARY 2017

Sud Oil sends $1 million 
to Ascend Trust.

Sud Oil sends Garvelli 
$2.2 million, marking 
MW Afritec as sender on 
documents.

Garvelli purchases one 
South African property. 

JUNE 2017 FEBRUARY 2018

Selemani sends €500,000 to Aneth 
Lutale for EB-5 visa.

Garvelli purchases eight South African 
properties, six of which are purchased 
from Selemani. 

Primal Trust purchases one South 
African property from Selemani.

APRIL 2018

Balanne Family Living Trust 
purchases one US property 
from Aneth Lutale.

AUGUST 2018

Selemani receives $1.4 million 
severance from BGFIBank DRC.

DECEMBER 2018

 Elections held.

Balanne Family Living Trust 
purchases one US property.

JUNE 2020

Garvelli purchases one 
South African property.

Selemani leaves BGFIBank DRC.

Balanne Family Living Trust 
purchases two US properties.

MAY 2018 SEPTEMBER 2018

Selemani sends €1.1 
million to Balanne 
Family Living Trust.

APRIL 2019

Garvelli purchases one 
South African property.

SEPTEMBER 2020

Garvelli purchases one 
South African property.

13
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Risk Indicators and Red Flags

The transactions examined in this report exhibit numerous risk factors for corruption and money laundering 
that should typically prompt added scrutiny from global banks processing the transactions and from real 
estate professionals involved in the property sales.

A company 
receives funds 
from an official 

government 
source.

These proceeds are transferred in multiple complex 
transactions between a number of companies to 

make it appear as though the companies are 
engaged in normal business activities. Individuals 

in the same network own the companies.

These funds
are ultimately 

transferred to a 
trust or a front 

company.

The trust or front 
company uses funds to 
purchase real estate.

The proceeds of corruption 
are pocketed upon 

property sale or rental.

T H R O U G H  R E A L  E S T A T E

Money Laundering

CORRUPTION PLACEMENT LAYERING INTEGRATION

Key

The use of companies and trusts that conceal beneficial ownership.84, 85 As of November 2021, one 
company and two trusts controlled by Selemani and his wife hold all but one of the 17 identified real estate 
purchases made during Selemani’s stint as an executive at BGFIBank DRC.86 Selemani had originally pur-
chased nine properties in his own name, but he later transferred ownership of eight properties to a commer-
cial company and trusts he controlled, including by selling them to his own company.
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Payment of funds sourced from high-risk jurisdictions. The DRC is considered a high-risk jurisdiction for 
money laundering and public sector corruption.87 However, Selemani initially used local addresses belonging 
to relatives or associated businesses on property deeds and associated paperwork.88 As a result, real estate 
agents may have missed the fact that the buyer lived far away from the property, a possible indicator of 
money laundering, or they may simply have been unaware that the funds originated in the DRC.89 

Purchase of luxury real estate by a foreign PEP or a family member of a foreign PEP. The Financial 
Action Task Force (FATF)—the international body that sets standards for money laundering controls—rec-
ommends that financial institutions take measures to detect and prevent the abuse of the international finan-
cial system by individuals serving in prominent official positions, also known as politically exposed persons 
(PEPs).90 The FATF’s recommendations for enhanced due diligence would also apply to Selemani, as a 
close relative of a head of state.91

Payment for luxury property in cash. Because many of Selemani’s real estate acquisitions were all-cash 
purchases, he was able to avoid the standard due diligence performed in connection with bank financing—
due diligence that might have raised questions about the source of his wealth. In total, Selemani bought US 
real estate worth nearly $3.5 million in cash.

Red flags

Many of the transactions described in this report involved BGFIBank DRC, a financial institution that drew 
media scrutiny throughout the same period for issues ranging from corruption and money laundering to lax 
sanctions and counter terror finance controls.92 The fact that the president’s family controlled this bank—and 
many of the accounts in question—should have triggered additional scrutiny by partner financial institutions 
in order to protect against money laundering and improve their ability to identify the source of funds.93 In fact, 
Selemani featured prominently in several of the exposés about BGFIBank DRC during this period.94 Large 
unjustified transfers to a company’s top executive, especially one who qualifies as a family member of a PEP, 
are in and of themselves red flags for money laundering.95 

Beyond the circumstances of the transactions, The Sentry identified a range of irregularities, misrepresen-
tations, and inconsistencies pertaining to the transactions that are indicators for money laundering or finan-
cial crimes. Investigators and bank regulators undertaking reviews of these transactions should evaluate 
whether banks took the appropriate steps to respond when presented with these red flags. Some of the most 
notable red flags are as follows.

Funds received from public institutions lacked reasonable justification. Over the course of a single day 
in May 2016, Sud Oil received $7.5 million from the Central Bank of Congo and approximately $6.8 million 
from the DRC’s permanent mission to the United Nations.96, 97, 98, 99 The bank provided no reasonable justifica-
tion for these transfers, and Sud Oil engaged in no commercial activity that would warrant receiving money 
from these government sources, particularly in such large denominations. The DRC’s permanent mission 
to the UN told The Sentry that the funds it sent that ended up in a Sud Oil account originated from the UN’s 
reimbursement to the Congolese government for certain expenses incurred as part of the DRC’s contribution 
to a UN peacekeeping mission in the Central African Republic—and they were not intended for Sud Oil.100 

Banking records reviewed by The Sentry indicate that after Sud Oil obtained the $14.3 million in public funds, 
it sent $7.4 million from the same Sud Oil account to Selemani’s DRC-based investment company Ascend 
Trust for real estate purchases.101, 102
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Documents produced in response to scrutiny contained inconsistences and discrepancies. In April 
2018, internal auditors requested justification for the central bank’s $7.5 million transfer to Sud Oil in 2016, 
correspondence shows. Staff at BGFIBank DRC responded that the transaction represented Sud Oil’s pur-
chase of $7.5 million in exchange for 7.1 billion Congolese francs through a central bank currency auc-
tion.103 However, The Sentry identified discrepancies in bank statements and transaction activity that raise 
questions about this explanation. Although Sud Oil did receive $7.5 million from the central bank, a Sud Oil 
bank statement produced before the April 2018 audit shows no evidence of a debit of 7.1 billion Congolese 
francs.104 A bank statement the bank produced at a later date, however, shows six Congolese franc transac-
tions on Sud Oil’s account between January and April 2016, none of which were included on the statement 
produced before the internal audit.105 The Sentry found no evidence of these Congolese franc transactions 
in any document or other bank records dated before the audit. 

The sources of funding for some transfers were misrepresented. The Sentry identified numerous occa-
sions where the source of funds transferred to Selemani was either misrepresented or conspicuously lacked 
verifiable justification. In total, Selemani and his companies received almost $3 million in US and South 
African bank accounts for which the wire transfers bore apparently inaccurate details.106, 107 Selemani’s US 
account received funds from an internal bank account held by BGFIBank DRC itself, for which the ultimate 
source is unknown, and records fail to justify why the transfers to Selemani were made from that internal 
account.108, 109 In June 2017, Sud Oil made two identical $1.12 million transfers, labeled “investments funds.” 
Records from BGFIBank DRC indicate that the two payments were justified with invoices for $2.33 million in 
construction equipment that Garvelli reportedly sold to MW Afritec,110 a DRC-based company whose share-
holders are Kabila associates.111, 112, 113 Although BGFIBank DRC’s transaction records show Sud Oil as the 
source of the money, the SWIFT messages and correspondence at the bank identify MW Afritec as the 
sender, with JPMorgan Chase serving as the correspondent bank.114 JPMorgan Chase declined to comment 
on these transactions.115

Vulnerabilities in the real estate sector

Despite the high risk of money laundering in real estate, the sector’s due diligence requirements are often 
insufficient, poorly enforced, and vulnerable to exploitation.116 In 2017, South African authorities enacted 
additional provisions under their Financial Intelligence Centre Act (FICA) to address vulnerabilities in the 
sector. These measures include penalties for noncompliance by the Estate Agency Affairs Board supervisory 
body, enhanced reporting requirements, and the implementation of full compliance programs using a risk-
based approach for all reporting institutions, including real estate agents.117 However, South Africa has low 
rates of prosecution and suspicious transaction reporting under its main AML legislation.118, 119 Even where 
strong regulations exist, they must be vigorously enforced to effectively combat money laundering. 

In the US, the full spectrum of anti-money laundering requirements only covers some of the actors involved 
in a real estate transaction. Real estate professionals can provide valuable financial intelligence on possible 
money laundering schemes, but they’re subject to fewer government reporting requirements than financial 
institutions and, unlike banks, can choose whether to identify beneficial owners or report suspicious activi-
ty.120, 121 Since 2016, the US Department of the Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) 
has issued geographic targeting orders (GTOs), which require due diligence and reporting requirements for 
all-cash real estate purchases.122, 123 However, GTOs are limited to certain US metropolitan areas, such as 
New York and Miami. No GTO currently covers Montgomery County, where Selemani made his real estate 
purchases, or the rest of the US capital region.
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Conclusion

At a time of political turmoil in the DRC and after damaging public exposures of wrongdoing at BGFIBank 
DRC, Selemani funneled steadily more money into real estate investments abroad. This investigation—
based on leaked bank records—shows how Selemani’s nine-year tenure in a senior management position 
at BGFIBank DRC gave the Kabila family and their allies access to a financial institution they could use to 
launder the proceeds of corruption. There was minimal oversight of BGFIBank DRC’s activities and of the 
ways in which Kabila family companies embezzled funds from accounts held at the bank by public institu-
tions, as the bank’s own internal auditors found.

Once accumulated, millions flowed from BGFIBank DRC into accounts at US-based SunTrust and South Af-
rica-based FirstRand Bank Ltd. Although tactics used internally at BGFIBank DRC obscured details offered 
to these foreign financial institutions and their correspondent banking partners, more thorough compliance 
checks by foreign banks could have potentially prevented misappropriated funds from transiting to outside 
jurisdictions. These compliance checks could have mitigated the heightened money laundering risks posed 
by a highly politically connected financial institution. When transactions were cleared by correspondent 
banks, BGFIBank DRC’s inadequate anti-money laundering standards infected the global financial system.

What’s more, weaknesses in the real estate sector make properties an ideal vehicle to stash money. The 
US and South African property markets are attractive, as buyers enjoy robust financial markets and strong 
property rights.124 Both jurisdictions have regulations to combat money laundering, but they are insufficient 
and lack the enforcement necessary to dissuade laundering in the sector. As long as the real estate industry 
remains vulnerable to abuse, it will be used to turn stolen public funds meant for healthcare and education 
into lavish townhouse and mansions in cities across the globe. 
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Recommendations 

United States

Ensure that the real estate sector complies with FATF customer due diligence standards, including by 
identifying the customer or beneficial owner, the purpose and intended nature of the real estate transaction, 
and the source of funds.125 FinCEN should require real estate agents and other professionals involved in real 
estate transactions, such as lawyers, to develop anti-money laundering (AML) programs, and it should end 
all related exemptions under the PATRIOT Act. Such a move would add the real estate industry to the list of 
those required to maintain AML programs, file suspicious activity reports, and comply with other record-keep-
ing and reporting requirements under the Bank Secrecy Act, including the identification of beneficial owner 
information and source of funds. AML training should be a requirement to receive a real estate agent license.

Issue a public advisory on the money laundering risks in real estate. FinCEN should issue an updated 
public advisory to US financial institutions warning of the risks for money laundering through real estate, in-
cluding the involvement of PEPs highlighted in this report, building upon the agency’s August 2017 advisory, 
“Advisory to Financial Institutions and Real Estate Firms and Professionals.”126 FinCEN should also expand 
and make permanent the GTO program to cover all real estate purchases, regardless of location in the US. 

Hold corrupt actors accountable. The US Department of Justice should use its Kleptocracy Asset Re-
covery Initiative to investigate the source of funds used by Selemani and his relatives to buy properties 
in the US. Government authorities should coordinate as needed with United Nations Convention Against 
Corruption (UNCAC) signatories and, if appropriate, pursue legal mechanisms to forfeit and seize properties 
purchased with the proceeds of corruption or other illicit means. The US should investigate possible corrup-
tion and use the Global Magnitsky sanctions authority to issue sanctions and visa bans on corrupt actors.

Investigate BGFIBank DRC. FinCEN should investigate the activities described in this report and, if war-
ranted, take appropriate steps pursuant to the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) and other relevant authorities to 
effectively safeguard the US financial system and follow up on any continuing concerns that such an investi-
gation may uncover. Any investigation by the US or other governments should carefully consider BGFIBank 
DRC’s own claims, made in response to previous reporting by The Sentry, that the bank takes compliance 
matters “very seriously” and that it has made “continuous improvements in these areas, consistent with both 
its legal obligations and with industry best practices.”127

Address anti-money laundering and countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) implementa-
tion and shortfalls. The US government and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) should assist Congo-
lese banks in implementing AML/CFT standards. They should urge the Congolese central bank to address 
gaps in AML legislation, including by enforcing the limits on large cash transactions, ensuring that banks are 
conducting due diligence on accounts held by individuals close to power, and tightening rules around corre-
spondent banking. The US government should exercise greater oversight of banks, including by reviewing 
audits. The US Treasury’s Office of Technical Assistance and the IMF should work with the DRC’s Finance 
Ministry to address gaps in legislation and policy implementation. International partners should urge their 
Congolese government interlocutors to fund and empower the financial intelligence unit, and these partners 
should consider providing necessary technical support to the unit. The US should also provide AML technical 
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assistance to improve Congolese authorities’ ability and capacity to tackle corruption and increase transpar-
ency.

Strengthen qualifications for citizenship for investment programs. The US government should update 
its citizenship for investment program standards to prevent money launderers and sanctions evaders from 
taking advantage of these programs. Congress should pass the Golden Visa Accountability Act.128 The US 
should consider collaborating with other governments equipped with similar systems to improve their due 
diligence standards. 

Investigate correspondent banks’ compliance with AML laws. The Federal Reserve Board of Gover-
nors, FinCEN, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and state authorities, as appropriate, should 
investigate for compliance with relevant BSA requirements the transactions described in this report that were 
processed by US-based banks. If warranted, authorities should take appropriate steps to address any relat-
ed concerns, such as compelling the bank to take corrective action, including the submission of suspicious 
transaction reports to FinCEN. Given the DRC’s high risk as a jurisdiction, connections to PEPs, and other 
red flags, banks based in the US should have been on high alert when dealing with BGFIBank DRC.

South Africa

Open an investigation into purchased properties. South African authorities should investigate the source 
of funds used by Selemani and his relatives to buy properties. If South Africa’s National Prosecuting Author-
ity determines that the real estate was purchased with the proceeds of embezzlement or other illicit activity, 
those properties are subject to seizure.129 They should coordinate as needed with UNCAC signatories and, 
if appropriate, pursue legal mechanisms to forfeit and seize properties purchased with the proceeds of cor-
ruption or other illicit means. 

Investigate compliance with AML laws. South African authorities should investigate the banking activities 
described in this report and, if warranted, take appropriate steps to address the conduct described in this 
report, such as requiring the bank to implement measures to address compliance deficiencies and control 
weaknesses or forcing the bank to take corrective action, including submission of suspicious transaction 
reports to South Africa’s financial intelligence unit, the Financial Intelligence Centre.

Ensure that the real estate sector complies with FATF customer due diligence standards. South Afri-
ca’s Financial Intelligence Centre should conduct a risk assessment of the real estate sector to identify spe-
cific areas of risk on which to focus improvements to existing AML regimes. The South African government 
should provide appropriate training and resources to real estate professionals; consider requiring identifi-
cation and record keeping of beneficial owners, applying enhanced due diligence when they are individuals 
close to power; and conduct tests to assess whether real estate professionals are properly implementing 
appropriate AML measures. AML training should be a requirement to receive a real estate agent license. 

Publish a public advisory on the money laundering risks in real estate. The South African Financial 
Intelligence Centre should issue a public advisory to South African financial institutions and estate agents 
warning of the risks for money laundering through real estate presented in this report.
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DRC

Improve the AML/CFT regime. The Congolese government should enhance AML/CFT compliance by local 
financial institutions, including by supporting the development of a national risk assessment, a national strat-
egy to address existing shortfalls in the AML/CFT regime, capacity building with regulators, and enhanced 
banking supervision.

Strengthen the enforcement of Central Bank of Congo regulations. The government should ensure the 
proper enforcement of Central Bank of Congo regulations regarding the financial sector, especially those 
related to anti-money laundering. As part of this effort, the Central Bank of Congo and other Congolese 
government authorities with a relevant mandate should thoroughly and transparently investigate the findings 
from this report regarding insufficient controls against money laundering at BGFIBank DRC and other iden-
tified domestic institutions.

Empower the DRC’s financial intelligence unit. The Congolese government should empower the DRC’s 
financial intelligence unit, the Cellule nationale des renseignements financiers (CENAREF), to conduct inde-
pendent and thorough investigations of corrupt activities in support of Congolese law enforcement agencies 
and the national court system. In particular, the government should staff the unit with experienced profes-
sionals who are free from political influence, provide training to existing staff, and fully fund the unit. The 
government should also ensure that CENAREF staff have the additional resources necessary to conduct 
investigations, including access to information from the public and private sectors and technology suitable 
for accessing, analyzing, and storing such information. The DRC government should also apply to join the 
Egmont Group, the international consortium of financial intelligence units that promotes information sharing.

Investigate funds stolen from state-owned enterprises. The Congolese government should investigate 
any cases of misappropriation of public funds involving the central bank or the country’s permanent mission 
to the United Nations, as outlined in this report.

Reinforce the role of the DRC’s principal audit agency in oversight of public funds. The possible mis-
appropriation of public funds revealed in this report highlights the need to improve external audits and trans-
parency. The government should consider how to both reinforce the capacity and independence of Congo’s 
supreme audit institution, the Cour des comptes, and expand the institution’s access to critical documen-
tation for tracing and verifying the movement of public money. For example, the relevant government body 
should evaluate whether and how the subjects of audits can provide more meaningful information about 
commercial banking activity to the Cour des comptes, in addition to typical audit-related documentation.

Ensure that the public corporate registry is comprehensive, accurate, and subject to periodic ex-
ternal audits. Public registries that include shareholder and beneficial ownership information can help im-
prove corporate transparency, public oversight, and accountability. The Congolese government has created 
a searchable online public registry of corporate entities, and it should ensure that the registry includes all 
corporate entities and is accurate, updated, and available to financial institutions, law enforcement, and the 
general public. To ensure the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the public corporate registry, the gov-
ernment should charge a reliable third-party entity with periodic audits of the public corporate registry using 
materials in the possession of certain key ministries, such as certified corporate documentation held by the 
company registration office and other relevant entities within the Ministry of Justice as well as tax records 
held by the Ministry of Finance. 
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Financial institutions 

Build leverage for reform through financial pressure. Global correspondent banks should engage with 
Congolese banks and pressure them as needed to improve customer due diligence (CDD) practices. In 
particular, these global correspondent banks should emphasize enhanced due diligence (EDD) on PEPs, 
entities formally or informally associated with PEPs, and high-risk transactions. To mitigate against the pos-
sibility that major international banks cease to process any US dollar or other foreign currency transactions 
linked to the DRC, a potentially devastating phenomenon known as de-risking, Congolese banks should 
ensure that their correspondent banks are aware of all steps they are taking to improve CDD and implement 
EDD.

Conduct a thorough internal investigation. Any international financial institution engaged in correspon-
dent banking relationships with BGFIBank DRC, or that has processed transactions involving the bank, 
should conduct an internal investigation—preferably led by outside counsel with expertise in money laun-
dering and cross-border investigations—to ascertain whether the financial institution has participated in 
violations of law or contravened internal policies. This review should include a clear-eyed assessment of 
the financial institution’s internal controls, specifically its AML/CFT compliance program. Specific attention 
should be paid to the procedures for due diligence related to correspondent banking services. Appropriate 
remedial action should be implemented immediately, including the filing of suspicious activity reports where 
required.

Conduct enhanced due diligence, monitoring, screening, and transaction reviews. Financial institu-
tions should consider transactions involving Congolese individuals and entities to be high risk when under-
taking a risk-based approach to AML/CFT and anti-bribery and corruption compliance. In turn, financial insti-
tutions should take measures to identify transactions and accounts with a nexus to Congolese PEPs, carry 
out a comprehensive assessment to identify their broader international networks, and determine measures 
needed to mitigate the risks involved in such accounts and customer relationships. Financial institutions 
should also undertake increased screening, enhanced ongoing monitoring, and transaction reviews to iden-
tify, investigate, and report potentially suspicious financial activity related to the DRC, especially with respect 
to international networks profiting from such activity.

Develop best practices. The Congolese banking association should work to develop best practices to help 
local banks enhance customer due diligence, including in relation to ultimate beneficial ownership and the 
potential for abuse of local banks by PEPs, and to help restore confidence in the Congolese banking sector.

Real estate professionals 

Improve customer due diligence and AML measures. Participants in the US and South African real estate 
sectors should take steps to protect their industries from illicit actors. Real estate agents should incorporate 
the red flags identified here and in other publications into their AML programs. Real estate professionals 
should aim to identify the beneficial owners in transactions and report suspicious activity where appropriate. 
Under their AML programs, they should perform enhanced due diligence for higher-risk transactions, busi-
ness relationships, and customers, particularly individuals close to power. 

Publish an industry advisory. The US National Association of Realtors and the South African Estate Agen-
cy Affairs Board should expand on previous guidance and publish advisories for its members focused on the 
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red flags identified in this report. They should assess the current training opportunities and resources provid-
ed to industry professionals and ensure that they are sufficient for proper implementation of all due diligence 
and AML guidance from regulators, including the submission of suspicious activity reports to increase the 
quality and quantity of reporting.

File suspicious activity reports. Real estate professionals who have participated in real estate transac-
tions involving the individuals and entities described in this report should file suspicious transaction reports 
where appropriate with their national financial intelligence unit.
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Annex

Selemani-linked properties in South Africa

Property 1

• Description: Adjacent apartments in Ihita Complex, located in the Johannesburg suburb Four-
ways

• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: February 23, 2018
• Original Purchase: Francis Selemani and Aneth Lutale in 2015
• Price: 979,950 rand ($84,713)130

Property 2

• Description: Adjacent apartments in Ihita Complex, located in the Johannesburg suburb Four-
ways

• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: February 23, 2018
• Original Purchase: Francis Selemani and Aneth Lutale in 2015
• Price: 979,950 rand ($84,713)131

Property 3

• Description: Adjacent apartments in Ihita Complex, located in the Johannesburg suburb Four-
ways

• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: February 23, 2018
• Original Purchase: Francis Selemani and Aneth Lutale in 2015
• Price: 985,000 rand ($85,150)132

Property 4

• Description: Adjacent apartments in Ihita Complex, located in the Johannesburg suburb Four-
ways

• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: February 23, 2018
• Original Purchase: Francis Selemani and Aneth Lutale in 2015
• Price: 979,950 rand ($84,713)133
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Property 5

• Description: Apartment in Cedar Acres Estate, a luxury development in the Johannesburg sub-
urb Fourways

• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: February 23, 2018
• Original Purchase: Francis Selemani and Aneth Lutale on February 11, 2016
• Price: 1,680,000 rand ($145,230)134

Property 6

• Description: Apartment in Cedar Acres Estate, a luxury development in the Johannesburg sub-
urb Fourways

• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: February 23, 2018
• Original Purchase: Francis Selemani and Aneth Lutale on February 11, 2016
• Price: 1,225,000 rand ($105,897)135

Property 7

• Description: Apartment in the One Melville development in the Johannesburg suburb Sandton
• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: August 10, 2016
• Price: 3,800,000 rand ($284,981)136

Property 8

• Description: Empty plot 
• Owner: Francis Selemani and Aneth Lutale
• Date of Purchase: November 28, 2016
• Price: 899,000 rand ($64,849)137

Property 9

• Description: House with a pool and a tennis court in the Johannesburg suburb Bryanston
• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: April 25, 2017
• Price: 4,500,000 rand ($344,632)138
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Property 10

• Description: Free-standing five-bedroom house on a 0.9-hectare (two-acre) plot of land
• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: June 17, 2017
• Price: 5,000,000 rand ($388,722)139

Property 11

• Description: Seven-building complex north of Johannesburg 
• Owner: Primal Trust
• Date of Purchase: February 23, 2018
• Original Purchase: Francis Selemani and Aneth Lutale in 2015
• Price: 5,500,000 rand ($475,457)140

Property 12 

• Description: Portion of The Avenues on Broadacres, a property development in the Johannes-
burg suburb Fourways

• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: February 23, 2018
• Price: 2,135,000 rand ($184,564)141

Property 13

• Description: Portion of The Avenues on Broadacres, a property development in the Johannes-
burg suburb Fourways

• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: February 23, 2018
• Price: 1,985,000 rand ($171,597)142

Property 14

• Description: Free-standing 1,021 square-meter (11,000 square-foot) house in the Dainfern golf 
and residential estate outside Johannesburg

• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: April 4, 2019
• Price: 7,500,000 rand ($530,185)143
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Property 15

• Description: Free-standing three-bedroom house with pool in the Dainfern golf and residential 
estate outside Johannesburg

• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: June 9, 2020
• Price: 5,500,000 rand ($329,568)144

Property 16

• Description: Free-standing 913 square-meter (9,800 square-foot) house with pool in the Dainfern 
golf and residential estate outside Johannesburg

• Owner: Garvelli
• Date of Purchase: September 19, 2020
• Price: 4,900,000 rand ($300,370)145

Selemani-linked properties in the United States

Property 17

• Description: Four-bedroom rowhouse in the Washington suburb Rockville
• Owner: Balanne Family Living Trust
• Date of Purchase: April 17, 2018
• Original Purchase: Francis Selemani and Aneth Lutale on August 10, 2015
• Price: $670,000146

Property 18

• Description: Three-bedroom, four-floor luxury townhouse in the Washington suburb Bethesda; 
new construction

• Owner: Balanne Family Living Trust
• Date of Purchase: May 15, 2018
• Price: $1,224,999147

Property 19

• Description: Three-bedroom luxury townhouse in the Washington suburb Bethesda; new con-
struction

• Owner: Balanne Family Living Trust
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• Date of Purchase: December 18, 2018
• Price: $884,720148

Property 20

• Description: Three-bedroom luxury townhouse in the Washington suburb Bethesda; new con-
struction

• Owner: Balanne Family Living Trust
• Date of Purchase: December 18, 2018
• Price: $1,377,237149
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Endnotes

1 This assessment is based on The Sentry’s review of property records, bank account statements, and corporate filings.
2 Former BGFIBank DRC credit chief Jean-Jacques Lumumba exposed in 2016 his onetime employer’s role in 

questionable transactions worth millions of dollars with companies known to have close ties to the Kabila family. See:
 Platform to Protect Whistleblowers in Africa, “Bank Revelations That Weaken DRC’s President’s Hold on Power,” 

available at: https://www.pplaaf.org/whistleblowers/jean-jacques-lumumba.html (last accessed January 2021) 
3 Media reports and investigations by The Sentry and other organizations revealed the bank’s involvement in numerous 

questionable transactions, including those indicative of money laundering, sanctions violations, and misappropriation of 
public funds. See:

 Xavier Counasse and Colette Braeckman, “Corruption au Congo : les preuves qui accablent le régime Kabila” 
(Corruption in Congo: Evidence Overwhelms Kabila Regime), Le Soir, October 29, 2016, available at: http://plus.lesoir.
be/66290/article/2016-10-29/corruption-au-congo-les-preuves-qui-accablent-le-regime-kabila

 Michael Kavanagh, Thomas Wilson, and Franz Wild, “Congo Election Body Said to Pay Millions to Kabila-Tied Bank,” 
Bloomberg, November 1, 2016, available at: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-01/congo-election-
body-said-to-pay-millions-to-kabila-linked-bank

 Platform to Protect Whistleblowers in Africa, “Bank Revelations That Weaken DRC’s President’s Hold on Power,” 
available at: https://www.pplaaf.org/whistleblowers/jean-jacques-lumumba.html (last accessed January 2021). 

 The Sentry, “The Terrorists’ Treasury: How a Bank Linked to Congo’s President Enabled Hezbollah Financiers to Bust 
U.S. Sanctions,” October 2017, available at: https://thesentry.org/reports/terrorists-treasury-congo/ 

 The Sentry, “Covert Capital: The Kabila Family’s Secret Investment Bank,” May 2019, available at: https://thesentry.org/
reports/covert-capital/

4 A 2018 internal audit of “related parties”—companies owned by bank executives, board members, or their families 
that held accounts at BGFIBank DRC—found the bank’s conduct to be “unacceptable,” due, among other things, to a 
“lack of integrity” in the disclosure of conflicts of interest and compliance with the auditing of related party transactions. 
Related parties identified by the audit included Sud Oil and Ascend Trust, mentioned in this report. The audit also found 
that the bank failed to observe central bank regulations governing board compensation, shareholder meetings, and 
prudential ratios, as well as anti-money laundering (AML) regulations, conflict of interest management, internal controls, 
corporate governance, and risk management. In addition, the audit report stated that money laundering policies and 
procedures were “unsatisfactory” overall. The report also found that the board had only a limited AML policy in place, 
transaction monitoring was minimal, know your customer due diligence files and operating procedures were outdated, 
and AML training for staff was ineffective. The report noted that the managing director—Selemani—and the board failed 
to monitor compliance oversight.

5 This analysis is based largely on The Sentry’s review of a range of bank documents and transaction records related to 
Sud Oil, Ascend Trust, and Selemani himself. 

6 Congo Research Group, “The President’s Bank: Sud Oil, Kwanza Capital and the Kabila Family,” November 19, 2021.
7 When Selemani was promoted to managing director of BGFIBank DRC, his 2012 contract indicated a monthly 

salary of $13,700, with an additional $9,010 monthly in covered expenses such as housing. His stated total annual 
compensation, including $86,000 in annual covered expenses, was $358,520. Between 2012 and 2018, while 
serving in that post, he thus would have received a total of $2.2 million in gross pay if no changes were made to his 
compensation after the initial contract. However, The Sentry’s review of banking documents indicates that Selemani’s 
accounts received approximately $4.9 million from BGFIBank DRC over that same time period, amounting to 74% of 
the $6.6 million value of the properties purchased between 2015 and 2018. 

8 This assessment is based on The Sentry’s review of property records, bank account statements, and corporate filings.
9 The Sentry, “Covert Capital: The Kabila Family’s Secret Investment Bank,” May 2019, available at: https://thesentry.org/

reports/covert-capital/
10 Ibid. 
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11 While The Sentry previously reported that Gloria Mteyu and Aneth Lutale first re-registered Sud Oil in early 2014, 
documents in the leak reviewed by The Sentry indicate that they actually became shareholders in the company in late 
2013. Mteyu and Lutale then re-registered the company in early 2014 as a function of the DRC’s implementation of a 
series of business norms and standards laid out in a treaty to which the country became a signatory in 2012.

12 See note 9. 
13 The website of the Congolese corporate registry lists Société de génie et d’exploitation minière et pétrolière 

(SOGEMIP) as a current shareholder. 
 Registre du Commerce et du Crédit Mobilier, “Sud Oil,” available at: https://rccm.cd/rccm/index.html (last accessed 

March 2021). 
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Bank,” Bloomberg, November 1, 2016, available at https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-01/congo-
electionbodysaid-to-pay-millions-to-kabila-linked-bank 

15 See note 9. 
16 According to its corporate documents, Sud Oil describes its business activities as the exploration and production of 

hydrocarbons, the distribution and commercialization of petroleum products, the production of petroleum products, 
engineering consulting in the domain of hydrocarbons, the transport and storage of petroleum products, and the 
commercialization and refinement of petrol. See:

 Ministère de la Justice, Registre du commerce et du crédit mobilier (Democratic Republic of Congo Registry of 
Commerce and Securities), “Statuts” (Articles of Incorporation), Sud Oil, March 28, 2014.

17 See note 9. 
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